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The term canon in art history refers to specific works of art, artists, and movements that are considered crucial or of the highest importance and serve as a reference point. The canon is reflected by, for instance, the UNESCO World Heritage List, art history textbooks, the collections of leading art museums, and the prices on the art market. These artistic hierarchies are continuously generated and maintained in the art field.

If these hierarchies once appeared static, universal and timeless, today art historians’ work is based on the premise that the canon is a much more flexible category that should constantly be reassessed. This shift began a few decades ago, spurred on in large part by the work of the sociologist Pierre Bourdieu (1930–2002), who demonstrated that aesthetic experience and preferences are class-based, rather than innate.\(^1\) Since the 1970s art historians, particularly with a background in feminism and later postcolonial theory, have considered the canon critically, pointing out structures of exclusion and ultimately modifying the canon.\(^2\) Through their achievements with regard to the marginalisation of female and ‘non-Western’ artists it has become clear that the canon is culturally constructed.\(^3\) However, as the contributions in this feature section demonstrate, our canon of modernism still remains strongly rooted in a ‘Western’ art historiography. Indeed, canon formation is a highly selective process. Agents in the art field, such as museum directors and curators, constantly have to make choices, which automatically involve the exclusion of a much larger group of works of art, artists or styles.


The formation of a canon is an inherently social process that involves various actors in the art scene and associated institutions, such as artists, art collectors, patrons, gallery owners, art historians, educators, museum professionals, curators, art critics and politicians. The degree to which the views upon art or art collections of specific social groups and institutions were able to prevail over time reveals their influence on the discourse of art and their dominance within the art field. This raises the question of how certain discourses and master narratives in society have been established.

As early as the nineteenth century European institutions that exhibited art, such as world fairs, salons and alternative jury-free exhibitions, were crucial for familiarising the public with art. They were challenged by artists’ societies, such as the Secession, which in turn were instrumental in the introduction of new artists’ groups and movements. Well-known examples of exhibitions organised by artists’ societies in the early twentieth century are the international Sonderbund exhibition in Cologne (1912) and the Armory Show in New York (1913). In large part the discourse on art that developed in the wake of these exhibitions helped to define what we now consider to be the major works of art, artists and movements in modern art history.

This feature section explores canonisation processes in relation to modernist and avant-gardist art that was created in the first half of the twentieth century and the post-war period, which radically broke with nineteenth-century artistic traditions. As the contributions demonstrate, museum exhibitions played a particularly crucial role in forming a canon. However, art museums contributed to modernist art being exhibited and collected at a relatively late stage. Although museums had been collecting works by living artists since the nineteenth century, modernist art had largely been excluded. Gradually museums too came to advocate for more progressive art – a development that took hold in countries such as Germany in the 1920s. One example of a landmark exhibition during interwar period is Cubism and Abstract Art (1936) organised by the Museum of Modern Art in New York (MoMA), a museum which has proven to be extremely influential in canon formation, as several authors in this feature section point out. Because of its pronounced autonomy and general public recognition, the museum as such had more of a widespread canonising effect than previous institutions and agents. During the second half of the twentieth century, exhibitions such as documenta and biennales emerged as influential institutions for the introduction of modern and contemporary art. The focus of these exhibitions, however, quickly shifted to contemporary art, which is why they play a less prominent role in this feature section.5

---

During the past few decades, scholars have increasingly turned to exhibition history and the role influential exhibitions have played in the formation of an art-historical canon. One of the side effects of this attention is that certain exhibitions themselves have been canonised and even sacralised. This tendency is especially evident with regard to an exhibition genre that remembers past exhibitions as replica or other forms of re-enactment.

Although the authors in this feature section aim to question the canon critically, they are not so much focussed on actively revising the canon than in understanding processes of canonisation. The contributions show that a core type of research on canon formation is closely related to reception history, in which the history of collecting and exhibiting are important elements, and this can function as a critical tool to approach art history itself. Reception history makes the constructed nature of the discourse that creates the art work, and its meaning and value, visible. Studying the processes by which art and artists are excluded and included in their socio-historical contexts can lead to new insights that ultimately contribute to the transformation of the canon.

The articles in this feature section are centred on two central canonising infrastructures of modern art: the exhibition and the modern art museum. One contribution explores the canonisation of a specific artwork: the mural Swing Landscape (1938) by Stuart Davis (1892-1964); and a second one that of a specific artist: the Russian avant-garde artist Natalia Goncharova (1881-1962). Two other contributions trace the reception history of specific movements and periods: German expressionism and post-war German art, and surrealism in the United States. Another one explores the institutional canonisation of the Cobra group in the post-war Netherlands, and the final contribution focuses on the rather belated


recognizes the canonisation of modernism in recent exhibitions.

A thread that runs through all the articles is an interest in the function of ideology and politics (and depoliticisation) within the canonisation of art. Highly remarkable in this regard are: the developments and ruptures in the wake of the Second World War and the subsequent Cold War, which led, for instance, to a complete volte-face in the American reception of German expressionism, once declared ‘degenerate’, as explored in the contributions by Gregor Langfeld and Ilka Voermann; the complicated reception and initial marginalisation of Goncharova’s work, as discussed by Elena Korowin; and also the appreciation of the art by the Cobra artists, which functioned as a mediator for collective memory and identity, as discussed by Claartje Wesselink.

Langfeld’s opening article provides a broader framework of existing art-historical concepts and approaches towards the canon and canon formation, such as feminist art history. The latter played its part in the reception of Goncharova too, as is teased out by Korowin. As she notes, Goncharova’s works are among the most expensive by a female artist on the art market today, but this certainly was not always the case. In fact, in the 1950s the artist was nearly forgotten; one aspect of Goncharova’s uneven reception trajectory that is explored. Related dynamics are discussed by Voermann with regard to German art. Central to her case-study is the Busch-Reisinger Museum, then the only museum outside Germany that was focused exclusively on the German cultural sphere. Voermann lays bare how, in the years following the 1939-45 war, American and German art historians relied on the existing canon of prewar modernism in their efforts to promote contemporary German art. Taking the Dutch art scene during the reconstruction period (1945-1960) as her case, Wesselink explores how factors other than aesthetic ones significantly influenced the production and canonisation of Dutch art in the wake of the war.

In her article about Swing Landscape by Stuart Davis, Jennifer McComas explores a case that offers another take on the interrelations of politics and art. As a mural originally commissioned for a public housing project in New York City, there is a significant social and political context to Swing Landscape. The mural was rejected from its intended site, and, as McComas shows in its reception and exhibition history, its independence from a fixed location ensured its broader visibility and canonisation almost entirely in terms of its aesthetic innovations, along with the marginalisation of its original social and political context, which resulted in interpretative problems.

Sandra Zalman points to the depoliticisation of art within Greenbergian formalism, an artistic discourse that denigrated surrealism. Zalman elucidates the reception and canonisation of surrealism, analysing three major exhibitions as landmarks in 1936, 1968 and 1985. The last of these exhibitions, L’Amour Fou, organised by Rosalind Krauss and Jane Livingston, brought attention to surrealist photographers, and thereby reframed surrealism as a movement around the medium of photography, after it had been received rather negatively in the post-war period. In their closing piece, Miriam Oesterreich and Kristian Handberg present the contemporary angle on the themes of this feature section in their take on more recent exhibitions that have acted as agents in the formation of a canon of modern
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Art history: *Postwar: Art between the Pacific and the Atlantic, 1945–1965* (2016–17); *Art in Europe 1945–1968* (2016–17); and *The Other Trans-Atlantic: Kinetic and Op Art in Eastern Europe and Latin America 1950s–1970s* (2017). The authors discuss these exhibitions as expressions of an ongoing debate concerning the canon of modernist art, exemplifying how the exhibitions served both to reassess the existing canon and to generate new processes of canonisation of specific genres and artists.

This feature section on the canonisation of modern art is the result of a discussion among the authors in the summer of 2017 in Amsterdam, a discussion we are continuing and opening up with this publication, which, thanks to the authors’ dedication and constructive exchange with the peer-reviewers makes an additional contribution to this ever-growing research field on the canon and canon formation in art history.
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*We organised several panels at the Modernist Studies Association’s Annual Conference and the University of Amsterdam on the canonisation of modernism.*